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Revolutionary Flag Number 7, July 1978 

"The National Duties of all of Us", pp.1-3. 

The National Duties of All of Us 

The Yuon enemy has committed aggression against us and swallowed our 
territory and committed genocide against our Kampuchean race from one generation to 
the next. They have been our national enemy from the beginning up through the present, 
and will be our enemy in the protracted future as well. 

Our nation, our people and our Kampuchean race have persisted and survived up 
through today because our ancestors, our parents and our sibling labouring people and all 
of us have made and are now making sacrifices from one generation to other, giving up 
their flesh, their blood and bones and even their lives to fight to eliminate the Yuon 
aggressor, expanding, territorial and genocidal enemy in one victory after another. 

Currently, under the correct and wise leadership of our Communist Party of 
Kampuchea with Comrade Secretary POL POT at the head, we are determined to 
maintain and defend our national-country, our people and our Kampuchean race so that it 
will persist and survive eternally. 

The national duty of all of us its to struggle to fight to eliminate our aggressive, 
expansionist, territory-swallowing and genocidal Yuon enemy. Just like the 
Kampucheans of our current generation, absolutely no Kampucheans of any subsequent 
generation will lay down arms and stop fighting the aggressive and expansionist! 
territory-swallowing and genocidal Yuon enemy of the Kampuchean race. 

Our Communist Party of Kampuchea is a correct and wise Party always holding 
fast to Marxism-Leninism. The Yuon Party is the party of treason to the revolution, a 
revisionist party opposed to Marxism-Leninism. It's a Party of corruption. 

Our country has greater productive land than Yuon calculated ill terms of 
population. 

Our country has a people stronger than the Yuon because our people has a 
standard of living that is collective and has units of organization set up with staunch 
discipline. The Yuon live as private individuals oppressing and exploiting one another, 
without organizational discipline. Thus they are weak. 

Our country, our people have honour and a well-known name because we have 
striven to build up the country by self-support and by mastery/ independence. 

The Yuon stink to high heaven and are degradingly despised as nothing, because 
the Yuon think only of carrying around a begging bucket and walking around with a cane 
to beg for charity in every nook and cranny. 
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The world people support Kampuchea because Kampuchea waves the flag of 
independence and the flag of justice. 

The world people oppose the Yuon because the Yuon wave the flag of aggression 
and the flag of injustice. 

So all Of us raise high the flag of our national duty and advance with a firm and 
unyielding faith in the leadership of our Communist Party of Kampuchea led by Comrade 
Secretary POL POT. 

We will indeed defeat the Yuon. The Yuon will indeed be defeated. 
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Revolutionary Flag Number 7, July 1978 draft 03.08.87 

"Pay Attention to Sweeping Out the Concealed Enemy Boring From Within Even More 
Absolutely Cleanly", pp.4-

Pay Attention to Sweeping Out the Concealed Enemy Boring From Within Even More 
Absolutely Cleanly 

During the first 6 months of 1978, our Party has impelled forward the country
wide movement to sweep cleanly away the concealed enemy boring from within, 
including in the Party, in the collective masses and in the Revolutionary Army, gaining a 
victory that is almost equal in meaning to the great victory of 17 April 1975. 

All these concealed enemies boring from within were CIA agents, Yuon agents 
and KGB agents. They had masqueraded as revolutionaries, hiding themselves in the 
Party, in cooperative-unions-office/ministries, in the anny, at work-sites, etc .. , in order to 
wreck our revolution according to the concrete situation to the extent that they could in 
each of these places. 

All these concealed enemies boring from within had been wrecking our Party, our 
people and our revolution from the period during which we were making the national
democratic revolution clear up through the present, in which we are continuing to make 
socialist revolution and to build socialism. 

Generally speaking, all of these concealed enemies boring from within who were 
CIA agents, Yuon agents, and KGB agents were life and death foes and most dangerous 
to our Party, people and revolution. But the concealed enemies who were running-dog 
agents of the Yuon were the life and death foes who were noxious to the uttennost and of 
the uttennost danger. We say this because they were themselves personally serving on a 
regular every-day basis the aggressive, territory-expanding, Kampuchea-genocide tricks 
and activities of the Yuon enemy. 

Only when we are resolute in sweeping out all categories of concealed enemies 
boring from within, especially running-dog Yuon agents, cleanly from within the Party, 
the cooperatives-unions, factories-officies/ministries, anny, etc .. , can we defend the 
country strongly, make socialist revolution deeply, and construct socialism with great 
leap forward speed, in accordance with the correct and clear-sighted revolutionary line of 
our Communist Party of Kampuchea. 

A Number of Experiences on Sweeping Cleanly Away the Concealed Enemy 
Boring From Within 

Our Party had already had good experiences in the mass movement to sweep 
cleanly away concealed enemies boring from within who were CIA agents, Yuon serving 
agents, and KGB agents. 
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We will continue constantly to powerfully impel further forward the mass 
movement to sweep cleanly away the concealed enemies boring from within by 
depending on past good experiences and with ever and with even better improved 
creativity ever more effectively, sweeping cleanly away the concealed enemies boring 
from within from each of our bases, such that none are left. 

We would like to summarize all these good experiences as follow below. 

1. Strongly and consistently Impel Forward the Mass Movement of Shock 
Assaults in Fulfilling Each and Every Mission, Whether Big or Small, Whether 

Within a Narrow Framework of a Broad Framework 

Whenever we constantly impel forward strongly and hotly the mass movement of 
shock assaults, there will defmitely be contradiction and differentiation. That is to say, 
contradictions between the revolutionary line and the revolutionary masses, on the one 
side, and the concealed enemies boring from within, on the other side. If there are 
contradictions, there is struggle and differentiation. Revolutionary truth has clearly shown 
that genuine revolution and pretended evolution, or sham revolution absolutely cannot 
co-exist. The genuine revolutionary masses and concealed enemies boring from within 
masquerading as "revolutionary masses" absolutely cannot co-exist. If they cannot co
exist, they must be in contradiction with each other. If they are in contradiction with 
wach other, they struggle with one another. Once they struggle with one another, it will 
definitely be revealed clearly who is a revolutionary and who is a traitor to the revolution. 

Saying this does not mean that enemies can never conceal themselves as moles 
and wreck our revolution. They can conceal themselves as moles and wreck our 
revolution for a considerable period of time. One mustn't be subj ective on this point. 

Concealed enemies boring from within can wear the signboard of "revolution" for 
a temporary period, masquerade as revolutionaries, eat away and build up their forces of 
betrayal in our revolutionary ranks systematically and successively, wrecking our 
revolution at a time when our revolution is not yet strong, not yet hot, not yet battle 
active, or when our revolution is cut off from the masses. But the at the very time when 
the revolutionary movement and the mass movement successively spurt forth in 
systematic array with resplendent power and good and hot, the concealed enemies boring 
from within definitely no longer have any place to take haven, no matter what their 
status. Every one of their silent, concealed and masked activities of wrecking the 
revolution will indeed be seen perfectly clearly by the revolutionary people-masses 
without any blurs, and the will immediately be smashed absolutely. 

The above reality has been correctly proven in the course of the lively events that 
have successively taken place in our revolutionary movement. 

Example: When our Party was in the period of leading the covert struggle, every 
time there were mass movements to have demonstrations/rallies, the contempible 
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concealed enemies boring from within in every instance reported in advance to the 
power-holding classes in order to suppress the struggle movement of the people. 
However, the enemy was unable to hold back the mass movement. The concealed 
enemies boring from within were exposed. We were able to maintain and protect the 
revolutionary forces and expand the revolutionary forces, to purge the bad elements, and 
continue leading the masses in struggle andto gain further victories. 

- In 1968, our Party decided to carry out uprisings to take weapons from the 
enemy and to continue the struggle by violence of arms and complimentary politics. At 
that rime the concealed enemy boring from within also told the power-holding classes in 
advance. They exaggerated the Party line by not implementing it completely in 
accordance with the Party's guidance. But both the enemies concealed from within and 
the enemies without were defeated and unable to cut off and hold back the flame of anger 
of the masses. The concealed enemies who strongly revealed themselves as wreckers of 
the movement were sentenced by the people. 

-In 1970, the concealed enemy boring from within also reported all the plans put 
forward by the Party in opposition to the coup d'etat to the contemptible traitor Lon Non, 
and the contemptible Lon Nol traitors even presented plans to the contemptible concealed 
enemies boring from within for wrecking the plans put forward by the Party as well. But 
neither the enemy on the outside nor the enemies within were able to hold things back. 
They were defeated, and they were exposed for what they were. 

-In 1973, The Party decided not to negotiate. The Party decided to resolve 
absolutely to continue to fight further. At that time, the concealed enemies boring from 
within on the one hand reported to American imperialism and the contemptible Lon 
Nolites and on the other hand reported to the Yuon. The American imperialists, the 
contemptible Lon Nol and the Yuon all presented plans to oppose the Communist Party 
of Kampuchea, which was unwilling to negotiate. The contemptible enemies boring from 
within for their part agitated the masses to oppose the Party on the issues of the Party's 
refusal to negotiate and to stop the fighting. They scared people into fearing the B-52s. 
They created disruptions within the army and hindered combatants from going to the 
frontlines of the battlefield. But all of this was absymally defeated in every instance. The 
contemptible concealed enemies boring from within were exposed and punished by the 
people. 

-In 1974, our Party put forward plans to attack and break through to liberate 
Phnum Penh and liberate the whole country. The contemptible concealed enemies boring 
from within on the one hand wrecked and held back the plans for attack and break 
through, while reporting to the American imperialists, the Lon Nolites and the Yuon in 
order that they might hold back the plans for attack and break through to liberate the 
whole country in the 1975 dry season. But in the end, American imperialism, the 
contemptible Lon Nol traitors, and the Yuon were shamelessly defeated. Our Party was 
able to liberate the whole country successfully according to plan, that is, on 17 April 
1975. 
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Throughout the phase of the national-democratic revolution, the concealed 
enemies boring from within who were CIA agents, Yuon agents and KGB agents held 
back, hindered and wrecked our revolution in ways small and large, but were unable to 
keep things held back, to succeed in hindering things or in wrecking them. The concealed 
enemies were for their part exposed and sentenced by the people. We were able to 
maintain and defend the revolutionary forces and too ever more greatly and strongly 
strengthen and expand the revolutionary forces. The concealed traitors boring from 
within were successively purged. The revolutionary movement advanced in shock 
assaults like a tempest, with no power being able to wreck it. Are all the concealed 
enemies boring from within now already gone or not? There are still more of them. And 
these enemies are continuing to carry out activities wrecking our socialist revolution and 
construction of socialism successively up through today. But due to the enormously 
powerful forces of the movements of socialist revolution and to construct socialism and 
their yearly development, the organized networks of the concealed enemies boring from 
within have thus been swept cleanly away by the mass movement in chunk after chunk 
every year, both in the city and in the countryside. Concretely, as during the first six 
months of 1978, one important network of the organized networks of the concealed 
enemies boring from within upon which the aggressive, territory-expanding Yuon enemy 
depended was smashed by the mass movement and basically swept cleanly away, 
defeating the plans for attacking and toppling the Kampuchean revolution of American 
imperialism and the Yuon. In particular, this made for a most serious, painful, and 
shameful defeat politically, militarily, economically, and diplomatically of the plans for 
aggression and swallowing in one gulp Kampuchea's territory that the Yuon were 
themselves implenting directly. 

This is speaking in terms of the whole country. It is, for their part, the same in 
each and every base. In the cooperatives, for example, along each spearhead, such as the 
plowing and harrowing spearhead, the transplanting spearhead, the fertilizer-making 
spearhead, the draught-animal raising spearhead, etc., our comrades discovered concealed 
enemies boring from within due to the powerful agitation of the mass movement along all 
these spearheads. Thus throughout the cooperatives concealed enemies boring from 
within were discovered. 

It ought to be made clear that in this powerful agitation of the mass movement, it 
is necessary to agitate in accordance with the political line of the Party; don't agitate 
subjectively, that is, don't be left and don't be right. If one is "left", the concealed enemies 
boring from within will bum things to a crips even more. If one is right, then the 
concealed enemies boring from within will pull things partly off the fire so they'll be raw. 
If one doesn't agitate the mass movement according to the law of the Party, we will not 
be able to discover concealed enemies boring from within and not be able to sweep them 
away on target. They will still be able to hide themselves and to continue carrying out 
further traitorous activities in the revolutionary ranks. 

According to the above good experiences, it is necessary to agitate mass 
movements, whether countrywide or at every base and along every spearhead, to carryout 
out shock assaults powerfully and consistently in accordance with the line of the Party in 
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fulfilling every one of our missions. By doing this we will be able to sweep put even 
more absolutely cleanly the concealed enemies boring from within who are CIA, are 
running-dog Yuon-serving agents or are KGB agents. And once the concealed enemies 
boring from within are swept cleanly away, the movement of shock assaults to defend the 
country and to eliminate the aggressive, territory-expanding and -swallowing, 
Kampuchea-genocide Yuon enemy and to carry out shock assaults to make socialist 
revolution and construct socialism will truly achieve great victories and have a leap 
forward speed that is one of genuinely great leaps. 

("Pay Attention to Sweeping out.. .... " cont) 

2. Impel Forward the Movement to Carry out Regularly the Work of 
Propagandizing and Educating, Organizing, Strengthening and Expanding the Purge 
within the Ranks of the Party, the Ranks of the Masses and the Army. 

Together with agitation of the mass movement as mentioned in point one as 
above, it is necessary to impel forward the work of propagandizing ideology and 
organizing. Concretely this means regularly carrying out the work of propagandizing and 
educating, organizing and expanding the purge in the ranks of the party, the ranks of the 
masses and the army, and paying particularly important attention to doing this in the 
ranks of the Party. 

This work is a necessary combat work that absolutely must be done in the area of 
political, ideological and organizing stances. If of this work is not all done, the masses 
will not rise up when agitated or, of this can be done it will be only temporary and in 
addition not hang together (maen). 

When we sweep cleanly away concealed enemies boring from within who are 
CIA agents, are Yuon agents and KGB, they must be sweptly completely cleanly away in 
terms of their politics, ideology and organizing too. Making a clean sweep only of the 
politics and ideology of the enemy and not making a clean sweep of them in terms of 
organizing would mean a big danger. But a clean sweep is made only in terms of 
organizing and no clean sweep is made in terms of politics and ideology, it would be like 
continuing to give further succor (chenchoem) to the concealed enemies boring from 
within, not pulling them out such that their roots are completely removed, they care 
completely extirpated and their poison completely exercised. In the past there have been 
some places where in terms of the concrete practical significance (knong nay anuvoat 
cheaksdaeng), things have gone heavily or lightly on this side or that. In terms of 
concrete practical significance, we must pay attention to doing the work of 
propagandizing and educating and strengthening and expanding the purge as the 
important base, and standing upon the basis of this work, we can correctly sweep cleanly 
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away the concealed enemies boring from within in accordance with the line of the Party. 
Don't sweep cleanly away in a capriciously critical manner (kom baoh samat patnapatni). 

We must pay attention to carrying out regularly the work of propagandizing and 
educating, organizing, strengthening and expanding the purge because this work on the 
on hand is the work of sweeping the enemy cleanly away at once politically, 
ideologically and in terms of organizing and also is on the other hand the work of 
building up forces, strengthening and expanding forces, constructing revolutionary state 
power, strengthening and expanding revolutionary state power, and strengthening and 
expanding the dictatorship of the proletariat of the Party. When the Party is clean it's a 
strong Party. If the ranks of the people are clean they are a strong people. If the army is 
clean it's a strong army. The state power is clean it's a strong state power. If cadres-party 
members-core organs are clean then all of them are strong. If they are clean, then they 
care already string and can do anything, will fight and defeat the invading enemy, make 
socialist revolution with unbending sharpness (mahnut) and strongly construct socialism 
and improve the people' standard of living. 

If we carry out the work in this manner, the concealed enemies boring from 
within will be beaten and flicker out (vay aoy richril) every day, be unable to lift their 
heads, be unable to find any planes of haven to hide, meet with nothing but the 
revolutionary movement no matter which way they tum, meet with the revolutionary 
masses no matter which way they tum, hear nothing but the sound of revolutionary 
propaganda and education no matter where they tum. Political, ideological and 
organizing work are the revolutionary work of regularly carrying out shock assaults 
against the concealed enemy boring from within every day, hurting their traitorous stance 
so that they teeter (rongkoahrongkeo), hurting their ideology so that they are terrified an 
panicked (phetphey takslot) every day, harass and badger them so that there is no place 
where they can hide and find repose (puonsangam). If they remain recalcitrant 
(reugbchacheh) and don't listen to the truth of the revolution and don't improve 
themselves, they will be punished by the people and masses without fail. 

There should be a clearly placed emphasis that we must pay attention to doing a 
lot of this work in the ranks of the Party. 

In order to sweep out the concealed enemy even more absolutely cleanly and be 
able regularly to do it cleanly, one should not wait until the enemy is there before making 
a clean sweep; we must pay attention to impelling forward the movement to do 
propagandizing and education, and organizing and strengthening and expanding the 
purge in the ranks of the Party, the ranks of the masses and in the army. All organized 
organs, all forces regularly move nimbly (karnraoep rumpoek) and battle-actively to 
sweep cleanly away concealed enemies boring from within and build up, strengthen and 
expand revolutionary victories. 

3.Carry out shock Assaults to Impel Forward the Work of Resolving the Standard 
of Living of the People According to What the Party Has Determined (kamnat) 
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Why is it necessary to carry out shock assaults to impel forward the work of 
resolving the standard of living of the people according to what the Party has determined? 
How is it related to the sweeping cleanly away of concealed enemies boring from within? 

The work of carrying out shock assaults to resolve the standard of living of the 
people is a core work which clearly differentiates between the stance of patriotism, loving 
the people, loving the revolution and loving the Party and the stance of betrayal of the 
nation, betrayal of the people, betrayal of the revolution and betrayal of the Party. It is 
only when one has the view and stance of joining in thick and thin with the people and 
the masses that one gives serious thought (keutkeour) to resolving the standard of living 
of the people. Our Party always consistently gives serious thought to resolving the 
standard of living of the people and the masses. Good cadres and good male and female 
combatants always consistently give serious thought to resolving the standard of living of 
the people and the masses. One this point we are diametrically the opposite (phtuysralah) 
of the enemy both open enemies and concealed enemies boring from within. Due to their 
betrayal of the nation, betrayal of the people and betrayal of the revolution, have never 
given any serious thought to resolving the standard of living of the people. Not only have 
they never given serious thought to resolving this, enemies of every type had even gone 
further to wreck the people's standard of living. They have starved the people and made 
them thirsty, caused them to have nothing to wear and no place to stay. They wreck 
water, wreck seed rice, wreck rice seedlings, wreck compost, wreck draught animals, 
wreck plows and harrows, wreck digging tools, wreck spoons, plates and pots, wreck 
everything, do whatever can be done as long as it makes our people hunger and have 
nothing to eat. The concealed enemies boring from within wreck the line of resolving the 
people's standard of living of our party in order to bring the people into contradiction 
with the Party, at which time it is then easy for them to propagandize and split off the 
people from the party and take the people away by winning them over. 

, 7 E91746 

If every union, every cooperative, every office-ministry and every unit of 
organization strives to implement the line of resolving the people's standard of living 
from within carrying out activities to wreck us, these enemies will be easily discovered. 
The people will truly find the concealed enemies boring from within for the Party and it 
will be very difficult for them to conceal who they are and to conceal their activities. 

As the standard of living of the people rises higher with every passing year, the 
influence of the party and of the revolutionary state power rises higher with every passing 
year, the people have more and more faith in and warmth for the party and for this 
revolution state power; and the concealed enemies boring from within will be 
successively swept cleanly away by the people because they are direct personal enemies 
who adversely effect the interests of the daily standard of living of the people and of the 
collectivity. 

4.Only When the Requirements of Cleanly Sweeping Away the Concealed 
Enemies Boring From Within Are Consistently Grasped will It Be Possible to Sweep 
Them Out Absolutely Cleanly and Successively 
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The requirements for cleanly sweeping away the concealed enemies boring from 
within are at once sweeping these enemies away cleanly and gathering, building up, 
strengthening and expanding well forces in every sector, and always consistently 
fulfilling powerfully the missions of defending the country, making socialist revolution 
and constructing socialism. We must make sure that we are able to grasp and implement 
things according to these requirements. Only when these requirements are grapsed well 
and implemented well will it be possible to be not "left" and not right in sweeping cleanly 
away concealed enemies boring from within. 

In the past many places have implemented things well according to these 
requirements by knowing how closely to combine (ruomphsam banchitsnoet) the work of 
sweeping cleanly away concealed enemies boring from within, the work of gathering 
forces, building up forces, strengthening and expanding forces and defending and the 
work of defending the country, the work of resolving internal contradictions and the work 
of production to raise (loek stuoy) the standard of living of the people. Thus, on there is 
nothing in these places to hinder of impeding (reasgsteah ro-aklro-uol) the revolutionary 
movement, which can only speed forward without unceasingly. Standing on a determined 
revolutionary stance and attacking concealed enemies boring from within, we 
differentiate among many enemy types. We attack on target those enemies who lead in 
ultimate barbrousness (chea kbalkhokhov photlek). We try to win over and educate 
everyone who is confused due to simply tagging along (roytam) the enemy because they 
don't understand things or on account of miscellaneous reasons. We implement well and 
effectively the I rescue? I (sandah) line of the Party. Ifwe are able to implement things in 
this manner, then we will succeed in accordance with the requirements of sweeping 
cleanly away the concealed enemies boring from within. In those some places where 
there are "lefti' or right tendencies, this results from: 

1. Not relying basicly on the collectivity in considering a decision (vinich-chay 
samrech). Making decisions merely according to each person's private stance. 

2. Not being master in grasping and implementing things according to the 
requirement of the Party as mentioned above. 

3. Lack of organizing in keeping track of and inspecting (tamdan troutpineut) 
implementation in order to reorient (ramrang) ideological and organizing 
views and stances in time 

It is a necessity for us urgently to rectify these shortcomings and not leave them to 
continue to exist further, which would lead to adverse effects on the interests of our 
revolution. 

We must firmly grasp the requirements of sweeping cleanly away the concealed 
enemies boring from within in order to sweep them cleanly aware on the level of our 
being masters of carrying out shock assualts against strategic enemies. If things are 
contrary to these requirements, then we would be sweeping cleanly away the concealed 
enemies boring from with on the level of our having lost mastery and on the level of 
forever defending ourselves while running to keep up with the enemy. If this is the way 
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things are, even though we may be able to cleanly sweep away concealed enemies boring 
from within, the revolutionary movement will not speed ahead in accordance with leap 
forward and great leap forward requirements of the Party, because of being constantly 
busy reso"ling various complicated problems that arise from not having swept them out 
cleanly. 

4. Always Raise High the Level of Revolutionary Vigilance 

According to past experience, in the sweeping away cleanly of concealed enemies 
boring from within, it is insufficient if there is only a spirit of revolutionary vigilance in 
terms of views and stances. One must necessarily carry out a number of concrete works, 
such as: 

1. Going down to the bases consistently 
2. Industriously keeping track of and inspecting the work 
3. Industriously summing up and drawing experiences 
4. Firmly grasping the biographies of cadres 
5. Consistently building up, strengthening and expanding and purging organized 

organs 
6. Always implementing well the principle of democratic centralist leadership 

The situation of cleanly sweeping away the concealed enemies boring from within 
is now in excellent shape. The concealed enemies boring from within who are CIA 
agents, Y oun-serving agents and KGB are now breaking up (bak) successively. The 
contempible big chiefs of treason have been smashed. Their henchmen have been cleanly 
swept away. 

Internally our Party is cleaner and cleaner and stronger and stronger. Internally 
our people are cleaner and cleaner and stronger and stronger. Internally our army is 
cleaner and cleaner and stronger and stronger. Our movements to carry out shock assaults 
to defend the country, make socialist revolution and construct socialism are more and 
more excellent. 

We continue further powerfully to strengthen and expand our revolutionary 
movements by paying attention to sweeping out even more absolutely cleanly the 
concealed enemies boring from within who are CIA agents-are Y oUll agents-are KGB. 
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Revolutionary Flag Number 7, July 1978 

"Strengthen Leadership by Resolving Contradictions On Target", pp.26-32 

Strengthen Leadership by Resolving Contradictions on Target 

In leadership, if contradictions are resolved on target, then leadership is strong, no 
matter how few the forces or how complicated the situation. 

On the contrary, if contradictions are not resolved on target, no matter how 
numerous the forces or what advantages the situation provides, this leadership will not be 
strong. 

There are contradictions in minor tasks just as there are contradictions in major 
tasks. There are contradictions in situations of hardship just as there are contradictions in 
situation of ease. Thus there is nothing to be surprised about. The important problem is 
ensuring that the contradictions are discovered, discovering the contradictions that are 
basic, the contradictions that are key. We ensure discovery of contradictions in order to 
introduce measures to resolve contradictions on target and advance the work even more 
powerfully. 

This problem is a very important factor in leadership of the revolution. Because if 
there were a lot of defects in work and the measures that are introduced do not resolve 
things correctly, this would result in retarding the headway made by the revolution. If the 
headway made by the revolution is retarded, forces are depleted, and capital in various 
material forms of the party and of the revolution is lost. Defence of the country is not 
strong. Socialist revolution is not made deeply. Socialist construction is not strong. The 
standard of living of the people is not resolved according to what the Party has stipulated, 
etc. For example, a military unit of organization does not fight, is a contradiction 
strongly. Not fighting the enemy strongly is a defect, is a contradiction. What is the 
reason behind this? This is the point of contradiction that must be discovered in order to 
be resolved. There are lots of contradictions, and they may come from political, 
ideological or organizing standpoints, from command or from infiltrated enemies boring 
from within. We must ensure discovery of the contradictions that are key. Sometimes the 
contradictions that are key come from the presence of infiltrated enemies who are boring 
from within, but we cannot discover them. We resolve things merely in terms of political, 
ideological and organizing standpoints by implementing the carrying out of revolutionary 
life outlook [sessions] and of criticism/self-criticism. Things cannot be resolved in this 
way. This is because if the contradictions that are key are not discovered, the enemy still 
will not be fought strongly. In many cases work will be complicated and tortuous, and 
whether will be virtues or defects will for the most part follow from this. Therefore, in 
order to ensure discovery of the contradictions that are key in each task, in order to 
introduce measures resolving contradictions on target, what must we do? 
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There's nothing to the work that must be done. The only novelty relates to 
whether it's not been done yet, 0 has not been done very much or has been done wrong. 
Therefore, a few tasks are raised below only as a reminder. 

l.1t Is Necessary to Go Down to the Bases 

If one wants to discover the concrete truth, it's necessary to go down to the lower
level bases. If one just sits around in one place, the concrete truth will not be discovered, 
i.e., the contradictions that are key will not be discovered, as the lower-level bases are the 
place of concrete battle, where there are many virtues as well as defects. Many salient 
contradictions are born at the lower-level bases. Therefore, it is only when one goes down 
to the lower-level bases that one can see that there are many problems, can see the 
problems that are key, see the problems that are ordinary, see the problems that must be 
resolved in the immediate term, see the problems that require basic solution, etc. 

If one goes down to the lower-level bases, such as down to cooperatives, to 
unions, to worksites, to factories, etc., what factors must be grasped as playing the 
foremost role? Two basic factors must be grasped in order to look for the contradictions. 
First the factor of Party leadership must be grasped, and second the factor of the masses 
must be grasped. 

With regard to the Party factor, it is necessary to understand the situation of 
chapters at that base, understand the political, ideological and organizing situation, 
understand of the Party membership, understand what the leadership situation of the 
Party chapter is like. This means that one searches to understand what contradictions 
there are in the problem of leadership, what contradictions are key. 

With regard to the factor of the masses, it is necessary to understand the political, 
ideological and organizing situation, understand the standard of living to the masses, 
understand the composition of classes among the masses, understand the requirements of 
the masses, understand the movement of the masses. This means searching to understand 
what contradictions there are in the masses, what contradictions are key. 

Therefore, if one wants to resolve contradictions on target, it is necessary to go 
down to the lower-level bases. Going down to the lower-level bases and ensuring 
discovery of the contradictions that are key in the Party leadership and in the masses is 
important in order to introduce measures resolving them. 

2.Ensure Correct Reporting 

In order to resolve contradictions on target, it is necessary to ensure that reporting 
is correct. Don't report exaggerating the virtues. Report whatever virtues there are 
correctly. Don't hide defects. Report every last one of however many defects there are. It 
is thus that one is equal to the spirit of being an honest reporter. 
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Some of our comrades do not yet see the dangers that arise from reports that are 
not correct in accordance with reality or from incomplete reporting. Reporting that is not 
done correctly makes for errors in leadership. A little error here and a little error their. 
Eventually there are more and more of the. Implementation deverges more and more 
from the line of the Party. The leading level cannot grasp reality, cannot grasp the 
contradictions. This therefore could result in the leadership gradually becoming feeble, 
having an adverse effect on the movement and having an adverse effect on the interests 
of the Party, the revolution and the masses. 

In order to strengthen leadership and resolve contradictions on target, it is 
necessary to eliminate the reporting style that is not correct and straightforward, and push 
forward the reporting style that is honest, not inflating any virtues and not hiding any 
defects. Report just as much as it has been able to do and no more. 

3.Endure that Democratic Centralism Is Implemented Well and Depend on the 
Masses 

Alone, one doesn't have much capacity to look for the contradictions that are key 
and resolve contradictions well. 

In order to fmd accurately the contradictions that are key and ensure they are 
resolved well, it is necessary to ensure that democratic centralism is implemented well. 

Some of our comrades are subjective, not wanting our comrades to have opinions 
broadly, that is, they lack democracy. Whatever complicated problems arise, they resolve 
them only in accordance with their own opinion, or simply always wait to ask the upper 
levels. This style of resolution does not depend on the messes. Resolution of 
contradictions without implementation of the principle of democratic centralism or 
depending on the masses will not be strong even if it is correct, because the masses will 
not have participated in the discussions and will not have participated in the resolution. If 
implementations are in accordance with the principle of democratic centralism or 
dependent on the masses and the resolution of contradictions is not on target, the masses 
will have experience and in the days to come resolutions will certainly be correct. If, on 
the other hand, contradictions are resolved on target, the masses will have good 
experiences and will comprehend the problem more and more, and leadership will be 
more and more powerful and have better effectiveness. 

In order to resolve contradictions on target and lead strongly, it is necessary to 
implement democratic centralism and depend on the masses. 

In order to strengthen leadership and ensure discovery of the contradictions that 
are key and those contradictions are resolved well, it is necessary to pay attention to 
doing those several tasks mentioned above on a regular basis and to ensure they are done 
well. 
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Revolutionary Flag Number 7, July 1978 

"Another Step in Our Cooperatives' Victories" (pp.33-43) 

"Another Step in Our Cooperatives' Victories" 

In the new phase (damnak kal) of socialist revolution over these past three years, 
our cooperative have been gradually (chea lamdap) in the great masse movements to 
defend the country and eliminate the aggressive, expansionist, territory-swallowing Y oun 
enemy, the great mass movement to make socialist revolution and the great mass 
movement to construct socialism and elevate (loek damkaoeng) the people's standard of 
living. 

With respect to organizing, cooperatives have expand their units of organization 
up to 1,000 households (kruasar) per one cooperative unit of organization. 

Within each cooperative unit of organization, various other sectors (phnek) have 
been expanded, such as cottage industry, animal husbandry, social action, medical care, 
culture, etc .. 

All of this expansion and development (rik-chamraoen) with respect to organizing 
has been performed on the basis of a maximum spirit of independence/ master / self
support. At the same time, there has also been cooperation in mutual help and support 
between one cooperative and another as well. 

Even more particularly, in the great mass movement to attack and smash the 
aggressive, expansionist, territory-swallowing, genocidal Yuon enemy and in the great 
mass movement to sweep cleanly away the concealed enemies boring from within who 
are CIA agents, Yuon running dog agents and KGB agents, cooperatives throughout the 
country have played an important leading role in carrying out activities fulfilling their 
missions, bringing about a strategic victory for the nation, the people, the Party and the 
revolution. 

It was in precisely these mass movements that the political, ideological and 
organizing stances of all cooperative members underwent a husky (thom-thoat) expansion 
and development step-by-step in accordance with the revolutionary stance of the 
proletariat and the political line of the making socialist revolution of our Communist 
Party of Kampuchea. 

The vicious and barbarous acts of aggression, expansion, territory-swallowing and 
Kampuchea-genocide of the Yuon enemy and the activities of national treason, to wreck 
the revolution and wreck the people's standard of living of the concealed enemies boring 
from within who are CIA agents, Yuon running-dog agents and KGB agents have spread 
the fire of the quick-burning flames of national and class hatred have been broadly 
transformed into a great mass movement to eliminate the aggressive, expansionists, 
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territory-swallowing Yuon enemy and to sweep cleanly away the concealed enemies 
boring from within. 

As all the cooperative members have combat feats and production feats, and in 
order to impel forward the great mass combat movement to eliminate the aggressive, 
expansionist, territory-swallowing Yuon enemy and sweep out the concealed enemies 
boring from within every more cleanly in accordance with the correct line of our Party, 
and to impel powerfully forward the mass production movement, our Party has decided to 
raise the quality of all our friends in the cooperatives to all be members of the 
cooperatives like one another. This is another important step in our cooperatives' 
victories. 

We would like to clarify that previously there were three types of cooperative 
members: the full rights type, the candidate type and the depositee type. But from now on 
everybody is a cooperative members like everyone else. There is no longer any candidate 
type or depositee type. 

As for the selection of cooperative committee, it is necessary to rely on the ten
fold characteristics of the Party for consideration of cadres, viz.: 

1. A staunch Revolutionary Stance in Terms of the Political Line of the Party. 

They must have a correct and staunch political stance according to their grade, be 
neither right IInor leftll in fulfillment of the concrete political tasks I pheareakecyl of the 
Party that they must implement successively, in particular in their work of defending the 
country and building a democratic Kampuchea in this current period of socialist 
revolution and constructing socialism. 

2. A Staunch Revolutionary Stand in Terms of the Proletarian Ideology of the 
Party. 

They must have a correct and staunch proletarian ideology in every respect: 
materially, in terms of power rights and morality of living. 

They must have a correct and staunch stand of collective property rights in every 
respect: materially, in terms of power rights and morality of living; and live in 
accordance with the collective organizing system. 

They must have a stand that is highly and absolutely self-denying vis-a-vis 
personal property rights in every respect: materially, in terms of power rights and 
morality of living. 

They must in all circumstances have a stand of battling with unbending sharpness, 
actively and enduringly against hardship and suffering in the absolute class struggle work 
of defending the country and building up a democratic Kampuchea in accordance with 
the orientation of socialist revolution and constructing socialism. 
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They must be most vigilant about any impenneable (krah) stand of individual, 
personal and private property rights: materially, in tenns of power rights and morality of 
living. 

3. A staunch Revolutionary Stand in Tenns of the illternal Solidarity/ Unity of the 
Party 

It is necessary that their personality (attacharoet), spirit and disposition (nihsay) 
and activities always consistently maintain, defend, build up, strengthen and expand the 
internal solidarity/unity of the Party according to the political, ideological and organizing 
stances of the Party. And they must have the characteristic of being able to be in 
solidarity with the absolute 95%-100% majority by enjoying the trust, wann feelings, 
love and satisfaction of the masses both on their own tenns and in general tenns.!? / 

They must be most vigilance vis-a-vis the stand, personality, spirit, disposition 
and activities opposing and attacking the Party and fellow comrades by way of the 
stances of individual and personal property rights and faction. 

4. A Staunch Revolutionary Stand in Tenns of the Party's Lines in Organizing 
Leadership and Carrying Out Work 

They must of have stand of the correct and staunch organizing line of the Party. 

They must have the stand of the correct and staunch democratic centralism, mass 
view, mass line and class line of the Party. 

They must have a correct and staunch stand of leading the carrying out of work 
collectively and a high stand of taking responsibility for duties and carrying out duties 
separately. 

They must have a stance and attitude of leading the carrying out of work while 
sticking with the masses in the unions, cooperatives and revolutionary army, and must 
consistently have creative, mastery and forward-moving (stuh-steanh) ideas and the idea 
of hot shock assault. 

They must be most vigilant about the stances and attitudes of carrying out work in 
bureaucratic, mandarin, authoritarian, militaristic, liberal, single-minded (aekachet), 
styles, the styles of taking no responsibility for anything vis-a-vis the Party, the 
revolution and the people. 

5. A Staunch Revolutionary Stand in Tenns of the party's Revolutionary 
Vigilance, Maintaining Secrets and Defending Revolutionary Forces 

They must have a correct and staunch stance of revolutionary vigilant, 
maintaining 
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and protecting 
I secrets and defending the revolutionary forces in every circumstance and in every act of 
immediate and protracted behavior in carrying out work and in speaking and in attitude 
and living of all kinds, both inside the Party and outside the Party. 

They must be most vigilant about liberalism and the stances of not accepting 
responsibility for revolutionary vigilance, protecting secrets and defending the 
revolutionary forces, which emerge as acts of behavior in carrying out work and speaking 
and in attitude and in living. 

Revolutionary 
6. A Staunch I Stand in Tenus of the "Independence! Mastery, Self-Reliance and 

Mastery Over One!)elf' of the Party 

They must have a high stand of "independence! mastery, self-reliance and mastery 
of oneself' in the fulfillment of the various duties of the Party in each and every respect 
and in all circumstances. 

7. A Staunch Revolutionary Stand in Tenus of Making and Reviewing a 
Biography and a Revolutionary Outlook on Life (chiva-tuohsana-padevoat) 

They must have a correct and staunch revolutionary stance with a spirit of high 
responsibility in successively reviewing and building up their revolutionary biographies 
and their revolutionary outlook on life. 

They must be honest in reviewing their revolutionary biographies and outlook on 
life, in absolutely correcting their small or big deficiencies, and in impelling forward the 
building up, strengthening and expansion of their virtues such that they rapidly and 
successively undergo expansion and development. 

8. A Staunch Revolutionary Stand in Tenus of Class ness 

They must have good classness in class origin and in particular as regards the 
working class stand of the Party that they have built up successively in the revolutionary 
movement that the Party leads. 

9. A Staunch Revolutionary Stand in Tenus of a Clean Morality of Living and 
Cleanliness in Political Tenus . 

They must have a good, clean morality of living, not be corrupt or hooligans 
!avasae! and not be beholden to the enemy. 

They must be most vigilant vis-a-vis the liberalism in tenus of living type. 

10. Possibilities for Building Themselves Up and Taking on the Role of 
Leadership When the Future Comes. 
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It is necessary to examine the qualitative attributes that the person in question has 
previous had and currently has in terms of politics, ideology, solidarity/unity, and 
organizing and leading the carrying out of work: How great are the possibilities for being 
able to build themselves up and develop and progress forward and the possibilities for 
taking responsibility for leadership when the future comes? 

In actual practice we cannot find those with all ten of these points, but we must 
weigh and consider to get those who are maximally good. Among these ten points, pay 
important attention to grasping points 1, 2, 3 and 4, because they are the basis and the 
key. At the same time, it is also necessary to grasp and recognize their biographies clearly 
and systematically by inquiring broadly among the masses. 

Firmly grasping this victory, cooperative members throughout the country strive 
to carry out shock assaults even more powerfully. That is, they carry out shock assaults to 
eliminate the aggressive, expansionist, territory-swallowing, genocidal Yuon enemy and 
to sweep cleanly away the concealed enemies boring from within who are CIA agents, 
Yuon running dog agents and KGB agents and carry out shock assaults to produce in the 
forms of paddy and various other crops. At the same time, they strive to study and take 
care of and feed their political, ideological, organizing, cultural and technical stances in 
order to raise and uphold their capabilities in every respect so as to serve the cooperatives 
ever more increasingly effectively. 

The future of our cooperatives is ever more bright and one of ever more steps 
forward in accordance with the line of socialist revolution of our Communist Party of 
Kampuchea. Our own future and that of our children and grandchildren is ever more 
illustrious with every passing day. 
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